Comments on: Support Homepage
	By: Chlara
hi PDFmyURL-Team

I try to test your &quot;Batch convert web pages to PDF&quot; with a trial license. However, I do not know how to use the urls-array. This does not work:

 http://pdfmyurl.com/batch_api?license=mytriallicense&#038;urls[http://www.schweiz-foto.ch/Bern/Bern/Bilder.php http://www.schweiz-foto.ch/Obwalden/Engelberg/Bilder.php]

Can you tell me the correct request?

Thanks   Chlara
	By: pdfmyurl
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://support.pdfmyurl.com/#comment-89549&quot;&gt;Neal Vanderee&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi Neal,

Thank you for trying out the &lt;a href=&quot;http://pdfmyurl.com/request-trial&quot; target=&quot;_blank&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;trial version&lt;/a&gt; - it is indeed free and is fully functional, but you will get a watermark over the PDFs. Everything else is exactly like with a paid license.

Team PDFmyURL
	By: Neal Vanderee
I just did the pdf conversion but I get a large   DEMO    word across everything.

What do I need to do to get rid of the demo?  I thought the trial version was free and would work?

Neal
	By: pdfmyurl
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://support.pdfmyurl.com/#comment-89224&quot;&gt;Felipe&lt;/a&gt;.

Sorry for the late response, these comments are rarely monitored. But  yes for sure. Please contact us via support@pdfmyurl.com
	By: pdfmyurl
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://support.pdfmyurl.com/#comment-89128&quot;&gt;Ulrich Sommerlik&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi Ulrich,

Yes, you can use the &lt;a href=&quot;http://pdfmyurl.com/batch-web-to-pdf-api&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;batch API&lt;/a&gt; with a sitemap. If the site has no sitemap yet, you can find how to create one easily and in the future we&#039;ll incorporate a way to do that as well.

Good luck!
	By: Felipe
We sign the payed plan, but the text is not showed on pdf.

We try to convert this page:
https://www.lellocondominios.com.br/adm-de-condominios/gerar-proposta/59

Could you help us?
	By: Ulrich Sommerlik
Dear PDFmyURL,

I would like to copy 260 subpages from a website as they appear live, when you call up the applicable site.

Is there a way that PDFmyURL picks up the subpages automatically or must I past the URL for each site?

Thanks
	By: pdfmyurl
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://support.pdfmyurl.com/#comment-80790&quot;&gt;Mayur Dudhasiya&lt;/a&gt;.

Dear Mayur,

Please take out a trial via &lt;a href=&quot;http://pdfmyurl.com/request-trial&quot; title=&quot;the trial request page&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;the trial request page&lt;/a&gt;. You will be able to test our full product there. It&#039;s best if you send comments &amp; issues directly to support@pdfmyurl.com

Sorry for the late response!

Team PDFmyURL
	By: Mayur Dudhasiya
Hi,

I have 2 queries which are displayed below.
So. Please help me for the same ASAP.

(1) Can you provide the demo for generating the PDF of my html ?
So, I can check the pdf of my reports and then I purchase your API.

(2) I also generate the PDF from your website :- http://pdfmyurl.com/
And i got the error on my line graph (Not display the lines on line graph) in generating PDF.
So, can you help me for the same?

Thank you
	By: pdfmyurl
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://support.pdfmyurl.com/#comment-65654&quot;&gt;Kamra Nakbari&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi Kamra,

Thanks for your comment. Unfortunately this is because of the JavaScript that BBC is running on that page. We believe it&#039;s the cookie allowance plugin. If you turn that off you&#039;ll notice that the Arabic shows up correctly. Please check other Persian sites to see for yourself.

Thanks

